UNIVERSITY OF VIRGINIA'S
FEE SCHEDULE

-Selected fees apply per task-
Entry on CF7501: ............................................... $150.00
  This provides all services with respect to one invoice, one
  classification shipments, including ABI transmissions, immediate
  release entry, entry summary, reforwarding for one
  container/destination, usual local phone calls and postage.

Additional Commercial Invoices: ......................... $20.00 each
Additional Tariff Classifications: ......................... 7.50 each
Additional Container/Reforwarding: ....................... 25.00 each
Initial Set-up Fee for New clients (one time charge): ... 50.00
Free Entry (CF7523, GEN HDNT 5, CR10.151, etc.): ..... 75.00
A.T.A. Carnet Clearance: .................................... 75.00
Transportation Entry: ........................................ 90.00
Personal Effects Shipments: ................................ 150.00
Accounting Fee: ............................................... $7.50/Disbursement
  Cash Advance: ...... 2½, $10. Minimum, (+ 1½% /Month Unpaid)
Electronic payment fee: ..................................... 50.00 minimum
Preparation of Pro-Forma Invoice: ......................... $25.00 minimum
Food & Drug Services (including one product code): .... 40.00 minimum
  Additional Product Codes: ................................ $5.00 each
  Prior Notice Filing: ........................................ $40.00 minimum
  Additional Product Codes: ................................ $5.00 each
Warehouse Withdrawals: .................................... $75.00 minimum
Delivery Verification Certificate: ......................... 50.00 minimum
BATF Form 6A: ................................................ 50.00 minimum
Invoice Extractions: .......................................... 35.00 / page
Other Agency Document Preparation: ...................... 40.00 minimum
G.O. Warehouse Services: .................................. 150.00
Foreign Trade Zones Entry: ................................ 75.00 minimum
Air Export Forwarding & Documentation: ................. 25.00 minimum
Ocean Export Forwarding & Documentation: ................. 150.00 minimum
Airport Messenger Service (for off-airport shipments only): 15.00 minimum
Other Messenger/Courier Services: ......................... $22.50 Minimum; Cost + 25%
Professional Services: ....................................... $200.00 / hour
Clerical Labor: ................................................ 50.00 / hour
Warehouse Labor: .............................................. 40.00 / hour
Overtime Clearance: ......................................... 150.00 / hour
(outside usual business hours; in addition to usual Entry Fees)

MARINE INSURANCE and CUSTOMS SURETY BONDS are quoted through our Insurance Brokerage division.

Local and Nationwide DOMESTIC TRUCKING and AIR CARGO services are available upon request; RAIL, BARGE,
RIGGING and specialized transport requirements are fulfilled; CHARTER and PART-CHARTER Brokerage is provided for
all commodities and transport modes.

All services are provided subject to our Terms and Conditions of Service, a copy of which is available upon request.